History 2.0
@@
Time to give civilisation a correct, efficient and peaceful basis:
A system for every human's Same Right to the World.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

An active document by PROJECT HUGO – from September 2021+

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
History is full of blood and tears. Meanwhile – with billions spent to cover the worst unbalances –
it may look nicer on the surface. But below…
There's still > no basis for real peace > no conclusive world order > no proper economic foundation.
What's basically missing?
A system for the world as such: For practical reasons, all areas to live or work on "belong" to some
persons or communities. But that can only be correct with an exchange that's missing so far…
A system to bring exclusive rights to areas in line with every human's Same Right to the World.
Why has everyone the Same Right to the World?
Why NOT? Why should some be more equal than others?
And it's not only a moral question. It's also a practical matter:
The SAME Right to the World is the only basis that all humans can claim conflict-free.

Why is a system for the Same Right to the World still missing?
The required exchange, directly among all humans, takes a web.
= Before the internet, it was simply impossible. And now?
NOW, with the web at hand, it's a question of thinking out of the box!
– Out of the mental box.
To admit that the basis is wrong – and well-meant measures are STILL part of a wrong structure –
isn't easy. So, people keep holding on to conventional roles. Or repeat old excuses. Yet…
The Same Right to the World can't be argued away, worked away, influenced away, bought away.
>>

https://start-hugo.com/Why-not-NOT.pdf

To advance, replace excuses by a concept. And lame worries by a vital approach to new chances.
– Out of the responsibility box.
Today, there's 'business economics' and 'national economics'. And if they say "world economics",
they only mean the sum of those – not a system for the world itself.
Similar vacuums are everywhere, from politics and civic engagements:
All are focussed on specific activities or certain groups of people…
But no one is mandated to care for the basic system. Which shall NOT depend on certain persons.
The responsibility isn't "given" in this case. One has to take the responsibility oneself!
– Out of the re-action box.
Many try to go for justice… But keep struggling in a swamp instead of installing a solid platform.
Current re-actions are to retro to widely succeed.
To succeed in all dimension, move from efforts to run AFTER justice (via taxes, subsidies etc.)
to a system that takes the Same Right to the World as STARTING POINT.
And here it comes!

WORLD WIDE WAY.

The proposed system. A world novelty.
Basic mechanism.
All humans get the Same Right to the World 'into their hands':
With Area-Tokens. (Like jetons, but digital.)
Equal number to all. Distributed and valid per year. On a web-platform that also shows all areas.
Area-Tokens can be used according to personal preferences:
Highest offer – per year – gives the right to hold an area.
Be it getting it OR keeping it. Exclusive rights to areas not valid otherwise.
Tokens are transferable: They can be bundled, sold, and bought is some want to sell them.
= All profit from an average share of all exchange values of areas in any case. As they wish.
Solo or in groups. Directly or indirectly. Or via extra money for other things.
Combined system because of immobile works.
Houses etc. have to be paid. But they shall not be an alibi to kill the Same Right to the World!
So, holders can name a transfer fee new one's would have to pay. But. To prevent holders
name absurd transfer fees while staying (and block areas for free as no one else offers)…
Transfer-fees have to be named and paid in Transfer-Tokens – equal number as Area-Tokens.
= Should some name absurd sums, they would waste Area-Tokens.
And all others would get MORE for their share.
The number of Transfer-Tokens (distributed per life) is a fraction of that of Area-Tokens.
Transfer-Tokens are then mainly bought/sold around transfers. Thus, houses etc. are
essentially paid in normal money – yet the Same Right to the World is always ensured.
Mechanism summarised on p.25 of original whitepaper >> https://start-hugo.com/key.pdf

FULL CIVILISATION.

History 1.0 ––> History 2.0.
Installing the missing system brings significant change. Yet…
It just completes what civilisation is about.
Inconsistent civilisation ––> Consistent civilisation.
A core principle of civilised interaction is MUTUAL AGREEMENT. Thus 'no stealing'.
Today, civilisation is INCONSISTENT in a very basic matter:
Classical stealing is forbidden, but taking away the Same Right to the World is allowed.
@@

Time to make civilisation CONSISTENT:
'No stealing of goods or money – No stealing of the Same Right to the Word.'

Unbalanced basis ––> Balanced basis.
To ignore the Same Right to the World is also wrong in EFFECT: Equal violation is impossible.
An UNBALANCED basis > distorts the economy > reduces one's options > makes climate justice
impossible where it takes limits (higher prices for areas & resources have antisocial effects).
@@

A BALANCED basis > supports correct economic outcomes > boosts one's options > enables
climate justice at ecological limits (higher prices for areas & resources are socially neutral).

Non-conclusive world order ––> Conclusive world order.
PEACE isn't mainly a question of good people. Peace is mainly a question of a good system.
Ignoring the Same Right to the World is NON-CONCLUSIVE: Who has the "right" to violate it?
Fighting for areas brings unproductive wars etc. And "peace" is accepting injustice.
@@

Equal distribution of Area-Tokens – and highest offer in those – is CONCLUSIVE.
Unproductive expenditures are reduced. And there's finally a basis for true peace.
How can I help this wonderful change? Become part of the story right here…

SHOW THE HOLE.

Can I find an equivalent proposal (and win up to 1000 CHF)?
Why confirm there's nothing?
A reason why there's no development is the illusion there IS development.
If there's no tool at hand, that's not just a technical question:
It indicates people don't think about what should be done.
Realising how neglected the Same Right to the World is could be a wake-up call:
Getting AWARE of the vacuum is the first step to fill it.
Studies for a platform for the Same Right to the World? NOT ONE…
Hugo checked for decades: Unis from Stanford to Siberia. NGO's to UN. Think-tanks to activists.
Popular publications to academic platforms. Party-programs etc.… No such study in sight.
Or is there? Win up to 1000 CHF if seeing THIS:
An exchange-system to bring exclusive rights to areas in line with the Same Right to the World:
– Explicitly cares about EVERY human's Same Right to the World.
– Gives everyone what equals an average share of all exclusive rights to areas.
– Enables regular exchange according to personal preferences.
– Does so without needing "experts" or bureaucrats.
¨

> 100 CHF per first hint to proposals published before 2020, other than Project Hugo (up to 10).
Status by October 2021: Nothing showed up
HISTORY 2.0.X.

Could I come up with a BETTER proposal?
Wonders especially welcome…
WITHOUT immobile things, areas and human works could have fully separate systems,
according to their different nature. But people want houses etc., so that's no option.
Is there (instead of parallel Area-/Transfer-Tokens) a way "as if houses could fly"? Then bring it on!
Realistic improvements welcome too!
What CAN probably be improved is how Transfer-Tokens are handled. Or other ideas? Fine as well:
Hugo doesn't want to "sell" a specific model. The point is to initiate basic conceptual thinking
> to end the ignorance of the Same Right to the World > to find the best solution for it.
> Suggest optimisations, inspire developments, come up with own inventions…
- - - Essential inputs & innovations will be documented here. - - -

STIMULATION BY SIMULATION.

Could I help to play things through?
Thinking ain't easy…
The human mind is slow to get something NEW. And hopelessly lost in understanding SYSTEMS.
= A new system is the 'worst case' for thinking.
To understand how a new system works, a dynamic model would be most helpful!
Starting the missing competition for the best basis.
Why do products evolve every day – but essential structures are stuck in old patterns?
One can test different PRODUCTS all the time. But not different RIGHTS SYSTEMS at the same time.
A flexible model is the only way to COMPARE – to today or other ideas – under the same conditions.
A joyful playground.
Politics etc. still has the "charm" of the cold war. Let's cheer up the search for the best solution!
Even if exploring stable systems may not be as thrilling as playing unstable win-lose games…
For REAL life and REAL significance, discovering win-win perspectives can be quite exciting too!
Full view, not forecast.
Is modelling "too mechanical"? It's certainly better than NOT understanding basic mechanisms!
It's not about mechanical assumptions. It's about seeing what works HOWEVER people are.
The aim is a model open to ALL known, imagined or randomly generated behaviours.
Every bit of brain counts.
No one needs to do the whole work alone. Just initiate an OPEN-SOURCE process.
('A small step for a game-designer, a giant leap for mankind.')
> Proof your skills, find folks who like challenges, launch a history 2.0 hackathon…
- - - Pioneering sketches & animating prototypes will be shown here. - - -

LOW HANGING FRUITS.

How can MY field evolve if the Same Right to the World is considered?
Missed potential everywhere…
The thoughtlessness regarding the Same Right to the World is sad. But on the upside…
There are low hanging fruits everywhere: To be first in a domain, just do more than nothing!
In the year 2022, it's about time to prepare EVERY field for a correct basis.
As a matter of principle. But also for advancing according to the newest possibilities.
History 2.0 all over.
Whether the Same Right to the World is fulfilled or violated, makes a real difference.
In many contexts and many ways.
>> https://start-hugo.com/Material-World_Basic-Elements-&-Functions.pdf

So, there's potential for 'Economic History 2.0', 'Social History 2.0', 'Ecological History 2.0'…
Incl. chance for Me 2.0.
Don't worry whether "others would be more qualified".
"Would" doesn't help if they don't find the time and curiosity to go beyond daily business.
It's fascinating to pioneer – incl. reviving one's own vitality!
> State your own thoughts, share observations, start a survey…
- - - First considerations of the Same Right to the World (per field) will be documented here. - - -

HELPFUL HANDS.

Will media play a role in History 2.0?
The system is the message…
As systemic playground is most important > to answer all "what if…" oneself > to FEEL new chances
to overcome narrow ideology and see the big pic picture:
To put the head in the sand because the sand is the closest "reality" isn't "being realistic"…
The realistic way to a balanced basis (and wide-ranging progresses thereon) is a conclusive system.
And the media?
Systemic solutions aren't the darling of the media business:
Media live on "personalisation" – and thus favour old patterns.
But never say never to surprising developments…
Exceptional media welcome!
What was helpful recently.
https://start-hugo.com/

Handelszeitung_25Jul2019.pdf

FIRST NEWSPAPER-MENTIONING OF HUGO'S TOKEN-SYSTEM.
As going beyond the thoughts of international personalities…
J Thanks to Marc Badertscher, journalist ahead of the times since long.
https://

passionpeek.podigee.io/ 4Apr2021

FIRST PODCAST – INCL. MANY FACETS BEYOND THE MATERIAL ASPECT.
E.g. conclusive world-order or climate-justice.
J Thanks to Adrian B.'s podcast in the slowest language (Bernese, time to think while speaking :-)
https://start-hugo.com/

oikos_FutureLab_JusticeShift_Apr2021.pdf

FIRST EVENT-APPEARANCE – RELATED TO ECOLOGICAL, ECONOMIC & SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY.
(Along with established folks from WEF Global Shaper to especially lively students.)
J Thanks to oikos international, global community of student change agents since 1987.
> Next, it would be nice to have media-contributions explicitly regarding HISTORY 2.0.
- - - Who's quickest to be part of it? It will be documented here. - - -

